
Lukas Halusa

“My best days are sharing a car 
with my dad or my brotherS” 

In this Masters Special Feature, we talk to Lukas Halusa about how 
he got into racing historics, his favourite racing memories and his 
racing journey with Masters.
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The second youngest representative of a whole family of racers, Lukas Halusa first joined Masters with the 
famous Ferrari 250 GT ‘Breadvan’, but truly made a name for himself when he and his McLaren M23 proved the 
dominant force in last year’s pre-78 class of the Masters Racing Legends for 1966 to 1985 formula one cars. As 
a new challenge, the Austrian has swapped to a Williams FW08 in 2022 while also taking part in other Masters 
series. We spoke to Lukas in the paddock of the Espíritu de Montjuïc season-opener at Barcelona.

What got you into motor racing?
“Growing up, we were not a motorsport family at all. I didn’t even know that motorsport existed! Then my dad 
did the Mille Miglia because someone invited him, and once there, Rob Hall convinced him to do a track day. 
In turn, he convinced me to do a track day, and from that moment I was hooked. Actually, my oldest brother 
Thomas was the trailblazer, then came my brother Niklas who has also raced with Masters, and I just followed.”

Meet Lukas Halusa
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“It only really took off in the McLaren”

Your first-ever Masters event?
“It has to be in a Gentlemen Drivers race, I have an Excel file of all of my races. My first race was in 2014 and 
I’ve kept a log since 2016. Ah yes, here it is (as he searches through the very long spreadsheet of races) – it was 
the 2017 Oldtimer Grand Prix at the Nürburgring in the E-type. I have no particular memories of that, but then 
it only really took off in the McLaren. I did one race in 2020 and then did the whole championship in 2021, apart 
from the one when I had already won the title and Niklas drove the McLaren.”

In it to win it – or just for fun?
“Am I in it to win it? Yeah, I guess I’m in it to win it. But of course, I’m also here to improve, to be happy with 
myself. My long-term aim is to keep up with the pros. In each category, you’ve got someone who is super fast – 
for instance, my mechanic, Alex, in the Formula Juniors, or Marco Werner in Formula 1 and the prototypes. My 
aim is to be a good allrounder between all of those categories. Apart from that, I always want to be mechanically 
gentle. I get a lot of joy being kind to the car.”
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Your best day in motor racing?
“I’ve had so many good days! But you know, I had some great days with success and multiple race wins, but my 
best days are sharing a car with my dad or my brother – in the end, it’s a family thing. I actually enjoy it better 
seeing my brother driving! Another good day came just recently, at that very wet Algarve Classic Festival, 
where, next to my Masters races I also took part in the two pre-66 F1 races with the Historic Grand Prix Car 
Association, driving the pre-war Bugatti T35b. It was just incredible to finish third and second overall in that 
car.”

Your worst day in motor racing?
“That’s an easy one – the pre-63 GT race at The Classic in which I was leading the race, came in to do my pitstop, 
sped in the pitlane and had to serve a drivethrough penalty. I came back out in sixth, managed to get back to 
the front, crossed the line in first thinking I had won but then got slammed by another penalty for speeding in 
the pitlane… while taking my penalty for speeding in the pitlane! And I actually had the data. I was looking at my 
speedometer and it said 62, so I thought, just like in real life, ‘that’s close enough!’. But that’s not how it works 
in motorsport!”

“That’s not how it works in motorsport!”
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“I’ve never really liked the E-Type”

Your favourite car?
“That’s so difficult. I don’t think I can compare the Ferrari Breadvan with the Bugatti, the McLaren M23 I drove 
last year or the Williams FW08 I’m driving this year. I have fun in anything!”

And the worst car you’ve ever driven?
To be honest, I’ve never really liked the E-type. I’ve never been able to find the right set-up, and small changes 
just screw up everything. It’s quite lairy and always on the edge of the grip. That can be fun when it’s predictable 
but if it isn’t it’s quite risky.”

Your favourite circuit?
“I probably have to say Spa – a common answer, but it’s just an awesome track. But there are so many tracks 
that I would still like to go to…”
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Why doesn’t Masters go to…?
“Suzuka! And the other one is Bathurst – I do that a lot on my sim.”

The rival you fear or respect the most?
“I fear my brothers the most because I just have to be the fastest! One of my favourite guys to race against is 
Guillermo Fierro. For Monaco, I just wanted to have the same cars that he drives, so we are both driving Maseratis in 
the sportscar race and the pre-61 F1 race. Racing is so much more fun when you’re doing it with friends.”

Your best mate in the paddock?
“That’s my whole team, and particularly my mechanic Alex Ames, who as a driver is my benchmark as well.”

“Racing is so much more fun when you’re 
doing it with friends”
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